EVERYTHING IS MADE TO
FIT IN A NOTEBOOK

CHOOSE
(both options are included)

NOTEBOOK STYLE

OR

PRINTABLE STYLE
EVERYTHING IS READY
TO PRINT AND GO

WHAT IS IN HERE?
MENTOR TEXT LIST:
NOTEBOOK SUPPLIES:

This list of suggested books works great for student texts
or using in an Interactive Read Aloud.

The notebook cover, tabs, chapter covers, and
pockets are all included. Everything here fits perfectly
into a notebook. It is all minimal prep and minimal cutting and pasting. You also have the
option of print and go instead of notebook style.

READING BOOKMARKS:

The bookmarks are a reminder to the student
of how to apply the skills they are learning. It
includes sentence prompts and questions they should think about while reading.

DIFFERENTIATED PASSAGES:

There are three sets of stories specifically aligned to the 2nd grade
standards. Each story is written at two differentiated levels. This
gives you a total of twelve stories written for the 2nd grade
standards. A question page is included for comparing and
contrasting these stories.
There are also three sets of stories specifically aligned to the 3rd
grade standards. Each of these stories are also written at two differentiated levels. This
gives you a total of twelve stories written for the 3rd grade standards. A question page is
included for comparing and contrasting these stories.

DIFFERENTIATED TASK CARDS:

There are 24 task cards included. They are all tasks that include
short texts to practice the skills. These work great in whole group
lessons, partner work, or for individual student notebook
responses.
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The tasks are differentiated. The reading level and question
prompts get more complex as you move from Task 1 to Task 24.

READING RESPONSE SHEETS:

There are multiple structured reading response sheets included.
Everything can fit perfectly into a reading notebook. There are
additional quick prompts that fit on top of a notebook page. I
recommend putting these in at the end of your unit and then
asking students to return to these prompts throughout the year.
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Space for
future
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revisits this skill
throughout the
year.

SIMPLIFIED 2nd
GRADE TEXT SETS

2nd GRADE
TEXT SETS

DIFFERENTIATED PASSAGES
TWELVE SETS OF PASSAGES, EACH WRITTEN AT TWO DIFFERENT LEVELS

SIMPLIFIED 3rd
GRADE TEXT SETS

3rd GRADE
TEXT SETS

24 TOTAL PASSAGES INCLUDED

DIFFERENTIATED
TASK CARDS
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EVERY CARD is text based, which
means the TASK AND TEXT is
included on the card. The

reading level and question
prompts get more complex as
you move from Task 1 to
Task 24.

READING
RESPONSE PAGES
There are six blank reading response pages included. A list of
SUGGESTED MENTOR TEXTS is also included in the unit. These mentor
texts work well with the reading response pages.

Find this product in my Teachers Pay Teachers store:
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Check out my teaching BLOG for more tips and ideas:
www.TeachingAndTapas.com

If you have any questions or if you notice any errors, I would
be happy to help you right away. Just send an EMAIL to:
TeachingAndTapas@gmail.com
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